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Overview

In this supplementary material, we present additional explanations and analyses to complement the main manuscript.
First, we introduce the illustration of the brightness consistency loss based on pyramid decomposition. Second, we introduce the implementation details for training our networks.
Third, we present additional analyses of our method, including qualitative analyses, color transition test, temporal consistency analyses, model size and speed comparisons. Finally,
we show the quantitative evaluation of the ablation study.
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Illustration of the brightness consistency
loss

In order to ensure the temporal consistency further, we propose an inter-frame brightness consistency loss. Ideally, we
can warp the predicted frames Ht−1 and Ht+1 with the optical flow to align the frame Ht , and then we constrain the
brightness information between the aligned two frames to
be consistent. However, the current best inter-frame alignment methods (e.g., [Hui and Loy, 2020] and [Chen et al.,
2021]) has a limited effect on complex scenes. If we calculate the consistency loss between unaligned frames, it will
reduce the model performance. As shown in Fig. 1 (first
row), H(t−1)→t is warped frame from frame Ht−1 to Ht by
optical flow model Liteflownet3 [Hui and Loy, 2020]. It can
be clearly seen that the two frames H(t−1)→t and Ht are not
exactly aligned. If we calculate the consistency loss between
unaligned frames, it will reduce the model performance. In
the second row to the sixth row of Fig. 1, the illumination
component of these two frames is decomposed with a Gaussian pyramid. With the down-sampling, the difference in illumination components gradually disappears (see the third column), because the misaligned high-frequency information between the misaligned frames is gradually eliminated. When
the l = 5, the difference of brightness component is almost
5
invisible (see Bt5 − B(t−1)→t
).
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Implementation Details

We implement our network in the PyTorch framework. The
Adam [Kingma and Ba, 2014] optimizer is used to minimize
the loss function with a learning rate of 5 × 10−6 and default
parameters (β1 , β2 ) = (0.9, 0.999). The mini-batch size
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Figure 1: Illustration of the component by Guassian pyramid decomposition.

is set 4. The pixel-wise kernel size is k = 5 as suggested
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Figure 2: Qualitative comparisons of HDR reconstruction results of the input SDR frame with very bright scenes.

in [Cao et al., 2021]. When we train the network, the input
of three adjacent SDR frames are randomly cropped to
256 × 256 and the network outputs three corresponding
HDR results. Additionally, we shuffle the input three
adjacent SDR frames to augment training data, the ground
truth is also changed in the corresponding order, such as
{(St , St−1 , St+1 ), (Ht , Ht−1 , Ht+1 )}, {(St+1 , St , St−1 ),
(Ht+1 , Ht , Ht−1 )}, and {(St−1 , St+1 , St ), (Ht−1 , Ht+1 , Ht )}
et al. During the inference phase, we input three adjacent
SDR frames (St−1 , St , St+1 ) and only output one HDR
result Ht . In the state-of-the-arts methods, we use the source
codes released by authors to generate the results, and all
the hyper-parameters involved in these models are utilized
with the default settings reported in the original papers.
All models are trained with NVIDIA 2080Ti GPUs on our
dataset.
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4.1

Additional analyses of KPN-MFI
Additional qualitative evaluation of KPN-MFI

The HDR reconstruction results of the input frame with very
bright scenes are shown in Fig. 2. It clearly shows that some
approaches are not able to synthesize texture and produce
results with discoloration, blurring, false contour, and oversharpening artifacts. Concretely, the result of HuoPhysEO
suffers from over brightness and discoloration in the sky region. The DeepHDR produces some incorrect colors around
the sun. The SRiTM, JSINet, and HDRTVNet cannot handle
over-exposed regions well and leads to obvious error pixel
values, in which the intensity of the center of the sun is less
than the intensity of the sun surrounding pixels. The KP-

NiTM and HDRUnet generate a false contour. Conversely,
our approach introduces an multi-frame interaction module
and utilizes the spatial-temporal context information of adjacent frames simultaneously to reduce these artifacts and synthesize visually pleasing textures. However, because the local
contrast around the sun is completely lost in the SDR input,
none of all methods can completely recover the lost information. Our method does not suffer from artifacts in the process
of converting SDR to HDR.
The HDR reconstruction results of the input frame with
low light scenes are shown in Fig. 3. The results of HuoPhysEO completely faded the details in the green box patch.
The results predicted by DeepHDR and HDRTVNet generates incorrect colors, e.g., lights and sky. The KPNiTM,
HDRUnet, JSINet, and SRiTM suffer from blurring and are
unable to recover the details of small objects. In contrast,
our method adopts an adaptive pixel-wise kernel prediction
strategy, which predicts a kernel for each pixel of the input
SDR frame, and then the adaptive kernel convolute the input
SDR input to generate an HDR output. Compared with the
traditional convolution kernel, the pixel-wise kernel has the
adaptive ability and can well handle small objects. Thereby,
our method restores fine details and renders visually pleasing
results than other methods.
In general, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, our results are
most similar to the ground truth. We attribute this advantage to the MFI module and kernel prediction strategy. Since
our model introduces the MFI module, so that it has the ability to capture the spatial-temporal context feature of adjacent
frames. Meanwhile, our model predicts an adaptive pixelwise kernel instead of directly predicting HDR pixel, which
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Figure 3: Qualitative comparisons of HDR reconstruction results of the input SDR frame with low light scenes.
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Figure 4: Color test visualization.

can effectively improve the adaptive ability of the model and
effectively avoid some artifacts. Because the predicted pixelwise kernel filters the input SDR frame to produce HDR output, it ensures the final intensity estimation always lies within
the convex hull of the respective neighborhood of the input.
As a result, the way of kernel prediction avoids potential artifacts or outlier pixel values, e.g., color shifts and incorrect
pixels.

4.2

Color Transition Test

We observe that many previous methods perform poorly in
the highlight regions, especially where the color changes.
To reveal this phenomenon, we conduct a color transition

test using a man-made color card as input frame shown in
Fig. 4. We obtain the unnatural transition and color blending problem can be easily observed in the outputs of several methods, which rely on learning local information (e.g.,
SRiTM, JSINet, and KPNiTM). The HDRUnet generates an
error white color in the blur region. The methods of The nonlearning method of HuoPhysEO can handle color transition
well, but brightness processing is limited. In contrast, our
method performs a smooth transition.

4.3

Temporal Consistency Analysis

It is known that temporal inconsistency and flickering occur
when a noticeable brightness variation occurs between two

Figure 5: The brightness geometric mean of HDR results predicted by different methods. There are 200 frames in the HDR video sequence
are tested.

der to verify the brightness consistency, we use geometric
mean from [Ploumis et al., 2018] to show the brightness of
predicted results. The brightness geometric mean of each
predicted frame from 200 frames sequence is shown in Fig.
5. The method of HuoPhysEO generates severe fluctuations
(green line). The result of DeepHDR produced brightness
changes opposite to ground truth at frames 65, 74 and, 76, etc.
In contrast, the results of our method (blue line) are closest to
the ground truth (red line). Severe brightness changes of these
methods between adjacent frames may cause temporal inconsistency and flickering. Our results follow the one of ground
truth better than all other curves, preserving the naturalness
of the ground truth video sequence. This demonstrates that
our method achieved the best temporal smoothness among all
approaches.

4.4
Figure 6: Comparison of model efficiency. The ordinate GFLOPs
represents 109 floating point operations. The size of the cycle denotes parameters size, which means that the larger size of model parameters, the larger the corresponding cycle. The number of model
parameters is in millions (106 ).

consecutive frames, meaning the absolute brightness difference between corresponding points or regions of two consecutive frames should be as small as possible. In order to reduce the temporal inconsistency and flickering of predicted
HDR video, we propose a multi-frame interaction module
to capture the temporal-spatial features of multiply adjacent
frames simultaneously. Besides, a brightness consistency loss
is adopted to enforce model temporal consistency. In or-

Model size and Speed Comparison

In addition, the efficiency of our model is also analyzed.
All models tested on NVIDIA GeForce 2080 Ti GPU with
256 × 256 pixels of input SDR frame. As visually illustrated in Fig. 6, that our model is competitive in terms of
parameters size and floating-point operations. The methods
of HDRTVNet, DeepHDR, and KPNiTM have a large number of parameters. The SRiTM requires huge floating-point
operations. Unlike other multi-frame input models that input
multiple frames and output one frame, our model is designed
under parameter sharing mechanism, which means that our
model inputs multi frames and outputs the corresponding
multi frames, The input frames are shared the same backbone model. Thus, our model is well balance in accuracyefficiency.
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Figure 7: Visual comparison of image-based iTM method with MFI module.
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Figure 8: Visual comparison of ablation study.
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Ablation Study

In this section, we perform ablation analysis on key modules,
i.e., multi-frame interaction (MFI) module, and brightness
consistency loss, to validate the effectiveness of our model.
We first introduce the MFI module into existing image-based
deep learning methods (DeepHDR, KPNiTM, and HDRUnet)
to validate the MFI module. Then, we conduct an ablation
study to verify the benefit of the MFI module and brightness
consistency loss.

5.1

Effectiveness analysis of the MFI module
under image-based model

To verify the benefit of the MFI module to image-based
models, we introduce the MFI module into the last layer of
the down-sampling for the existing image-based deep learning methods (DeepHDR, KPNiTM, and HDRUnet) to capture the spatial-temporal information between adjacent input SDR frames, named MFI DeepHDR, MFI KPNiTM, and
MFI HDRUnet, respectively. As shown in Fig. 7, com-

pared with DeepHDR, KPNiTM, and HDRUnet, the methods of MFI DeepHDR, MFI KPNiTM, and MFI HDRUnet
predicted result with weak banding artifacts in the blue sky
region. We believe that this is due to the MFI module utilizing the features of two adjacent frames to assist these models
to reconstruct the HDR output.
For the methods of MFI DeepHDR, MFI KPNiTM, and
MFI HDRUnet, we simply introduce the MFI module into
them without exhaustive design. The visual results in Fig. 7
clearly proving the validity of the MFI module.

5.2

Effectiveness of MFI module and brightness
consistency loss

In order to analyze the effectiveness of the MFI module and
brightness consistency loss, we perform ablation studies of
our model. Specifically, the model #1 without both MFI
module and consistency loss, the model #2 only with MFI
module but without consistency loss, and the model #3 is our
KPN-MFI model with both MFI module and consistency loss.
From the visual results in Fig.8, we can see that model #1 predicts a result with color shift (orange color pixel around the
sunshine) while the result of model #2 has the correct color.
It is clearly demonstrated that the MFI module plays a crucial
role. In addition, as shown in Fig. 8, the output HDR results
of the models #2 and #3 are very similar. They have excellent visual effects, except that the predicted result of model #2
is slightly sharpened than model #3 at the edge of sunshine.
This result suggests that the brightness consistency loss based
on the Gaussian pyramid can help to improve the performance
of the model to a certain extent.
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